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3978 S Lake Park Avenue
3978 S Lake Park Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60653
Price: $ 849,993
MLS #: 11358331
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Priced Reduced to Sell, as is condition. Seller wants the best and highest offers before the end of
the Holidays. Beautifully restored Historic Greystone masterpiece. This stunning mansion has been
restored to its original beauty and is approx 5400SF. Features included; an oversized lot with
5BR's/4.5BA's, a huge formal dining room, an elegant sitting parlor, and a charming great room.
Architectural features include: soaring ceilings, restored chevron hardwood ooring, Recreated
staircase landing & bench designed by a European craftsman, along with stunning ceiling details
and millwork. Ornate hardware & recreated chandler lighting to resemble the original as-built
during that era. Restored pristine condition, pocket doors. Intricate hardwood ooring with original
lattice patterns and custom detail will amaze you. The oors are ready for your preferred stain.
There are Five gas/wood-burning replaces (2 additional replaces avail to restore) with custom
tilework. The Elegant dining room includes intricately restored wood trim, built-ins, and
reconstructed cove ceilings. Spacious Chefs kitchen prepped for your nishing touches. The
Primary bedroom has hardwood oors, replace, soaring cove ceiling, dressing parlor, and ensuite
master bath with whirlpool tub and sep shower. Secondary bedrooms include a Jack-and-Jill
bathroom, with pocket doors opening to bedroom/parlor with replace and wet bar. The additional
main suite consists of an attached luxury bathroom with a steam shower, whirlpool tub, and double
sinks. The upper oor includes an extra bedroom, entertainment room/guestroom with hardwood
ooring, and full bath. Excellent reproduction lighting from Victorian Lighting Works valued at over
$50k alone. The roof was a tear-off in 2015 using historic landmark shingles: three-car garage
and back veranda built-in 2012, new lighting push buttons, and new plumbing in 2015. The
basement featured approx 9.5ft ceilings and was specially prepped to offer additional living
area/rental income unit, with two replaces (to be restored), bedroom space, and bathroom rough,
for future build-out. The sprawling outdoor space includes a stunning landscaped backyard with a
seating area and access from the garage party door. Rooftop access and balcony are also excellent2
for additional entertainment space. Convenient location, steps to
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lake and minutes to loop, U of C, Hyde Park, LSD public transportation, Mariano's, dining,
shopping, museums, & sports venues. UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO OWN AN HISTORIC GEM IN A
BOOMING NEIGHBORHOOD! 1ST EXTERIOR PIC IS OF ORIGINAL CONDITION/THE LAST PIC IS IN
CURRENT CONDITION. 48 hrs notice to show. AMAZING opportunity and location for PRIVATE
RESIDENCE, AIRBNB, or BED & BREAKFAST! Prepare to be amazed!
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Amenities
Garage

Fireplace(s)
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Chaz Walters
Sales Associate

Chicago, Illinois 60614
+1 773-405-8707
chaz.walters@cbexchange.com

https://www.coldwellbankerluxury.com/chaz-cb-d1

Listed by: Coldwell Banker Realty

Chaz Walters BrokerCHAZ WALTERS is synonymous with Chicago real estate. He and his HOT
PROPERTY brand are known internationally for not only their tremendous successes, but also
for unwavering commitment to clients, innovating marketing and stellar service. Chaz's
consistent annual sales over $50 million further af rm the prestigious distinction as one
of Chicago's top 5 agents. Chaz has thousands of clients that are not only supremely
satis ed but they refer others with the con dence that if your selling, its sold; if
your buying, its yours. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage and Chaz Walter's HOT
PROPERTY Residential Brokerage have merged to bring together two of Chicago's most
respected brands. The international partnership brings added value to agents and clients
by providing exclusive media opportunities with The Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Times, as well as providing unique opportunities for sellers to
have their properties seen and showcased to quali ed buyers worldwide. In addition to the
world wide exposure, Chaz is your local community resource for the following neighborhoods
of Chicago and the surrounding suburbs: Lakeview, Lincoln Park, Gold Coast, Old Town,
Bucktown, Wicker Park, Andersonville, Ravenswood, Edgewater, Rogers Park, Lincoln Square,
Logan Square, Loop, River North, River West, Streeterville and the North Shore communities
of: Lake Forest, Highland Park, Northbrook, Glencoe, Glenview, Wilmette, Winnetka, and
Evanston. Chaz and his team pride themselves on their ability to be your real estate
expert in any part of Chicago or its surrounding suburbs. Wherever the property, whatever
the need they are here for you.How Hot Property Came to Be
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HOT PROPERTY came to fruition ten years ago while Chaz was the mega-agent with another
real estate franchise. HOT PROPERTY Residential Brokerage was established to be the primer
outlet for selling Chicago's most prized homes. Chaz recruited and mentored a handpicked
force of the best agents in Chicago. HOT PROPERTY further honed its reputation that it was
a people-driven business philosophy that facilitated a culture of working closely with
clients to buy and sell the nest homes all the while truly surpassing their client's
expectations
Languages I speak
English
I can advise you on:
Luxury Homes
Relocation

New Construction
Global Luxury

Buyer Representation

https://www.facebook.com/GetChaz/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chazwaltershotproperty/
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